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You need to think of it like sunscreen.
When customers buy sunscreen,
they probably will buy bug-repellant
clothes.”
Consumers often are preparing for
big international trips during the first
and fourth quarters of the year, and
battling bugs in their backyards at the
end of quarters two and three.
For various types of buys, the
products are different. “We have
focused on our bestselling categories,
so as not to take up too much floor
space,” Bendzak said. “For the
international travelers, we push a
basic travel pant and shirt plus hats,
bandanas and socks. For the bug
seasons, we push lifestyle. We can tell
them the features then say, ‘Oh, and
it is also bug repellant.’ The bandanas
are great because they provide a low
barrier in at $12”

➔UPCOMING CHANGES in FDA
regulations and greater awareness of
the harmful effects of the sun are
boosting sales of sun-rated clothing,
but causing growing pains in the
sunscreen sector.
For companies like Dermatone
(#157), the new FDA rules are a
double-edged sword. On one hand,
out-of-control high SPF numbers
will be reined in. On the other hand,
labels for everything, including lip
balm, now must bear a full list of
drug facts.
Travis Rhandans, the company’s
marketing director, weighed the
good and bad: “The regulations
have added a two-cent-a-label cost
to our lip balms, which isn’t great,
but we are happy with the regulation
change. Thirty SPF is really the magic
number, not 100. It is good that the
regulations are bringing Neutrogena
and other mainstream companies
back to reality.”
For UPF (clothing’s answer to
SPF) apparel companies, the FDA
regulations haven’t affected labels or
added cost, and have served to raise
awareness. O’Neill’s (#BR301) UV
success was due mainly to growth in
water sports like SUP. “We used to be
mainly surfing,” said John Hunter,
product designer, “Now we are
coast to coast. The past five to seven
years, we have been moving inland.
Everyone is trying paddleboarding,
and our UV line is exploding. The
growth has been the greatest the past
three years.”
Body Glove (#38125), by contrast,
is seeing much of its growth stemming
from children’s products and moving
up from there. “Honestly,” said Sales
Manager Jono Siegel, “what drove
sales is kids. Parents don’t want
to lather their kids up, so they get
UV-rated tops. Then it just looks
cool and it works. It’s like wearing
sunscreen all day and is completely
FDA-regulated.” The combination of
cool and convenience has made UV
wear boom for Body Glove.
FDA regulation changes, even if
a burden for sunscreen companies
likely, will be a boon for SPF,
UPF and the public in the future.
With transparency in labeling,
certification and the known effects
of the sun, people will be able to
enjoy the outdoors safer, and for a
longer duration.
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Craghoppers NosiLife Miguel sleeved shirt and stretch trousers ward off bugs.

Bugs begone
Insect-repellant clothing gains traction as ticks, mosquitoes and other
bugs buzz about
➔TRAVELING TO HOT, HUMID, far-off

lands or hiking at a local park on the
weekend both can lead to the same,
nasty consequence: bug bites. Whether
gnats or no-see-ums, mosquitoes or
midges, the names hardly matter. What
does matter is that everyone wants to
avoid them and the diseases they carry.
Companies are making substantial
strides in insect-repellant technology,
and now is the time to bring products
incorporating it to you customers.
A key technology the sector is
InsectShield, the first EPA-approved
bug repellant treatment for clothing,
which lasts up to 70 washes. “It uses a
synthesized version of chrysanthemum,
a natural bug repellant,” said Danny
Heaton, marketing manager at
Craghoppers (#41165).
“It works because when they land it
burns their feet. They will land — it is
not an invisible force field — but they
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will not bite.”
For Craghoppers, the focus is on the
global adventurer. “I would liken our
feel as modern-day Indiana Jones,”
said Heaton. Their line is almost 50
SKUs deep, but one of the coolest
pieces is the Nosilife Gabriella Jersey
Dress (MSRP $95).
The first to use InsectShield in 2003,
ExOfficio (#12027) is integrating bugrepellant technologies into high-tech
travel and lifestyle items.
Its shirts have technical features such
as vertebrae ventilation, a shoulder-toshoulder ventilation system that helps
vent where a pack covers. In addition,
Exoficio tailors product closely to
seasonality.
“I would say that we are the most
tenured and successful out of the bugrepellant clothes,” ExOfficio’s general
manager, Steve Bendzak, said. “Bugs
are seasonal, so customers are seasonal.

